2019 Student Essay Competition

“How can a doctor best improve a patient’s life expectancy?”

Closing date: Friday, 29th March 2019

Medical students studying in Ireland are invited to submit an essay addressing this topic.

Category 1. (Clinical-Year Students): A research piece reporting on developments in clinical medicine or general practice on the topic.

Maximum:
- 2,000 Words
- 20 References
- 4 Illustrations

Category 2. (Pre-Clinical Year Students): An opinion piece discussing your personal views on this topic; may include reviews of controversial or unusual aspects of medicine.

Maximum:
- 1,500 Words
- 10 References
- 2 Illustrations

The winning submissions (1 for each category), selected by IMJ Editor Dr. John FA Murphy, will be published in a future edition of the Irish Medical Journal.

To submit your entry, or to request further information, email Ms. Jennifer Warren in the IMJ Editorial Office at jwarren@imo.ie.